HIGH EFFICIENCY ALL TERRAIN BICYCLE OR MOTORCYCLE TIRE

A high efficiency all terrain bicycle or motorcycle tire having a tread design in which spaced tread blocks (A,B,C,D) are arranged in circumferential rows and overlapped to allow a smooth shift in load from one tread block to another in different circumferential rows with a minimum of casing hysteresis and at the same time provide a low rotating mass, low rolling resistance, high cornering adhesion with high consistency across differing types of ground conditions, high motive and stopping traction. The tread blocks (A,B,C,D) in the different rows have shapes, spacings and orientations which create a plurality of tortuous paths for flow of material without excessive constricting of flow in any one spot.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Malawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>GN</td>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJ</td>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>RU</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>KP</td>
<td>Democratic People's Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>C'gno</td>
<td>KR</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>KZ</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>LK</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Senegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>LU</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>Soviet Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>Chad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>Togo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>UA</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VN</td>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BACKGROUND AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION:

The invention is directed to tires for bicycles, motorcycles and other two-wheeled vehicles, more particularly the invention is directed to a large section, lightweight, supple all terrain cycle tire with specially designed tread to provide low rolling resistance, high stopping traction, high cornering traction, high motive traction, and high off-angle traction with a high degree of self-cleaning of the tread in all ground conditions, including wet or mud. In one preferred embodiment, one tread design is intended for the front or rear tire of the bicycle or motorcycle, and another tread design is specifically for the rear.

An all terrain cycle tire needs to perform the following functions:

1. protect the wheel rim from impact damage due to irregular surfaces or sharp objects that are encountered.

2. provide a cushion or suspension function between the ground and the bicycle frame, to improve the ride comfort as well as to increase traction and reduce rolling resistance.

3. provide adhesion to the ground surface for motive traction, braking, and cornering forces, and to resist slipping on angled surfaces.

4. support the weight of the cycle and rider. This requires casing and tread layer of adequate strength and material to contain both the air pressure needed to perform the above
functions and resist without damage the typical sharp rocks and so forth that may puncture or cut a weak tire.

In a high performance all terrain cycle tire according to this invention, additional factors are to be optimized.

5. Provide a very light weight tire, for low rotating mass. This allows faster response for acceleration, steering, and suspension functions (smoother ride, better traction), as well as making it easier for the bike to climb uphill.

6. Low rolling resistance is desired. This is needed in order to achieve the maximum speed and distance out of a limited amount of available energy.

7. Very high cornering adhesion, with high consistency across differing types of ground conditions.

8. Very good stopping traction, also with a high degree of consistency across varying ground conditions.

9. Very high motive traction for the rear wheel, also with a high degree of consistency across varying ground conditions.

10. Self cleaning design, such that dirt, mud or rocks do not remain adhered to the tread surface or lodged in the spaces between tread blocks.

Most of the high performance tires commercially produced appear to be designed for or at least they work best on a narrow range of ground conditions and in most cases for dry hardpack or dry loose material. They use relatively large tread blocks oriented across the direction of travel in the center of the tire and some narrower blocks oriented longitudinally on either side of the tire.
The tire contact patch is approximately an elongated ellipse along the centerline of the tire. The side blocks typically are not touching the ground on a flat level hard surface with normal loading and pressure. Most of the tires on the market have the center tread pattern (that which is in contact with the flat level hard ground) arranged with some kind of surfaces perpendicular or at a steep angle to (near perpendicular) the direction of travel so as to provide motive traction and braking, with little attention to cornering forces. The typical tire then has some tread oriented in a direction with the direction of travel on the sides of the tire casing for "cornering". These tires work well in dry dirt, somewhat loose material to hard packed, and even moist dirt but not mud. The problems arise from the different friction characteristics of different soils and surfaces. In conditions of a layer of slippery wet clay over a firm base, the tire will begin slipping at a very mild cornering lean angle, the transverse oriented center tread blocks are still carrying most of the tire weight, and because of their orientation to the side load, act like well lubricated skis in the lateral direction. They have little or no bite into the surface. By the time the side tread are carrying substantial weight, it is usually too late to stop the tire from slipping, the typical close spacing between the side treads just load up with mud and continue to slip. A tire called the "Porcupine" consists of high truncated conical tread blocks in the center section of the tire. Because of block flex, this tire feels very unstable on hard surfaces such as rock or gravel, tending to
bounce over them without providing good grip. But the relatively
tall, round blocks penetrate the surface of mud very well and
provide good grip in the soft conditions as well as not loading the
relatively large spaces between the tread blocks with mud.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

The above and other objects, advantages and features of the
invention will become more apparent when considered with the
following specification and accompanying drawings wherein:

FIG. 1 is a sectional view of a tire casing incorporated in
the invention,

FIG. 2 illustrates the geometry of one embodiment of a tire
tread pattern incorporating the invention,

FIG. 3 is a sectional view through lines 3-3 of Fig. 2,
FIG. 4 is a sectional view through lines 4-4 of Fig. 2,
FIG. 5 is a sectional view through lines 5-5 of Fig. 2,
FIG. 6 is a sectional view through lines 6-6 of Fig. 2,
FIG. 7 is a sectional view through lines 7-7 of Fig. 2,
FIG. 8 is a sectional view through lines 8-8 of Fig. 2,
FIG. 9 is a sectional view through lines 9-9 of Fig. 2,
FIG. 10 is a sectional view through lines 10-10 of Fig. 2,
FIG. 11a and 11b are details of the tread and casing
junctions,

FIG. 12 illustrates exemplary tread block dimensions of Fig.
9,

FIG. 13 indicates directions of material (moderate) flow for
the tire tread shown in Fig. 2 with a straight braking force (or
the rear in straight motive force reversed rotating direction,

FIG. 14 indicates directions of material flow for the tire tread shown in Fig. 2 used in the rear reversed rotating direction and straight braking force,

FIG. 15 indicates directions of material flow in a substantially "pure" side cornering or sloping terrain force,

FIG. 16 indicates directions of material flow for the tire shown in Fig. 2 used on a front wheel in braking on medium side slope or during cornering or used in the rear (direction of rotation reversed) motive force on medium side slope or during cornering,

FIG. 17 indicates directions of material flow for the tire shown in Fig. 2 used on a front tire in braking on medium side slope or used in the rear (direction of rotation reversed) motive,

FIG. 18 indicates the directions of material flow for tire tread shown in Fig. 2 used as a front tire in light braking on a steep side slope or hard cornering used in the rear (direction of rotation reversed) light motive force on steep side slope or during hard cornering,

FIG. 19 indicates the directions of material flow for the tire tread shown in Fig. 2 used as a rear tire (direction reversed) under braking and cornering on medium side slope forces, and

FIG. 20 is a modification of the pattern shown in Fig. 2 wherein the groove in the double-sided blocks has been extended to the casing.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION:

Fig. 1 is a sectional view of a tire casing with an optional inner tube inflated to a predetermined air pressure. The casing C is comprised of casing threads T initially held in assembly by stitching (not shown). The casing C is folded about wire beads WB (which may be high tensile strength non-metallic material such as Kevlar or steel) and lapped so that the casing sidewalls have two layers of fabric and the portions under the treads per se have three layers of fabric. The fabric is impregnated with a rubber compound and, in the preferred embodiment, the casing is a single sheet of unidirectional fibers (uniply) stitched together and folded as described above.

Figs. 2-12 show the geometry and tread pattern for a 26 X 2.1 "front" tire (with exemplary dimensions), and Figs. 13-19 show material flow patterns therein.

According to this invention, as described above, the preferred configuration "front" and "rear" bicycle tires have in common a casing composed of a folded layer of lightweight, high strength rubber impregnated nylon fabric with a thread count counted perpendicular to the thread direction of about 120 threads per inch, but which could range as low as 60 threads per inch on a bicycle tire, up to as high as 300 threads per inch on a bicycle tire, or as low as 20 threads per inch on a motorcycle tire, up to 120 threads per inch on a motorcycle tire. The fabric material could be composed of nylon, polyester, cotton, Kevlar®, Spectra®, or other high strength supple fiber material or combinations of
such materials. The objective is to use as high a thread count as possible (which implies using very fine thread) while maintaining adequate strength. The preferred configuration has a thin layer of rubber tread compound on the exterior surface of the casing supporting the tread blocks of about 1 mm or less on a bicycle tire, but which could range up to 3 to 4 mm on a bicycle tire, and up to as thick as 8 mm on a motorcycle tire. The objective is to have as thin a layer as possible so as to reduce hysteresis as the casing flexes and to keep the casing as supple as possible in order to conform readily to uneven terrain, while providing adequate protection to the casing from wear, tear and puncture. The casing when mounted on an appropriate rim with an inner tube, if appropriate, and inflated to 50 pounds per square inch internal pressure having a casing width (CW) measured at the widest point of the casing perpendicular to the plane of the tire. The casing width (CW) is typically between 45 and 52 mm for the preferred configuration in a "26 inch" bicycle tire, or about 40 mm for the preferred configuration in a "700 C" bicycle tire. The casing width could be as small as 18 mm to as large as 55 mm on a standard bicycle, and could even go as high as 100 mm on a tire for a specially built bicycle with larger tire clearance than normal. A motorcycle tire could have a casing width CW as low as 2.5 inches up to as high as 10 inches, but the preferred configuration would be 4 to 5.5 inches.

The tread blocks according to this invention have a crisp or sharp edge between the top or ground contact surface of the tread
block and the sides of the tread block. The forward surface or side of the tread block is defined as that part of the tread block which when said tread block being in contact with the ground, faces in the same direction as the forward travel direction of the cycle or vehicle.

The "front" tire has a center tread A, see figure 2, an intermediate tread block B, another intermediate tread block C, and a side tread block D. Each type or shape of tread block is located on the left and right sides of the tire and the shapes on the left and right sides, respectively, are mirror images of each other.

The right hand tread block A has a forward facing side. The forward side is at an angle of 105 to 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire. The preferred embodiment or configuration uses an angle of about 119 degrees. The said forward side or face is a plane or a shallow concave surface or a combination of the two of a total length approximately .16 times the dimension of the casing width (CW). The preferred configuration has a linear part of length about .04 times CW on the left side and a shallow concave part with a radius of about .17 times CW of a length of about .12 times CW on the right side. The linear section and the tips of the concave section lie about on a straight line.

The right hand tread block A has a left side the forward end of which is connected to the left end of said front side. The left side is at an angle from the tire centerline of between clockwise 30 degrees and counter-clockwise 5 degrees tip to tip. The
preferred embodiment is 8 degrees clockwise from the tire centerline. The said left side is composed of a plane or a shallow concave surface or a combination of the two with a total length of about .21 times the casing width CW. The preferred embodiment is composed mainly of a large concave radius of about .25 times CW.

The right hand tread block A has a right side at an angle of 20 to 50 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the tire centerline connected at its forward end to the right end of the forward side. The preferred embodiment uses an angle from the tire centerline of 34.5 degrees. The said right side is composed of a plane or a shallow concave surface or a combination of the two with a total length of about .17 times CW. The preferred embodiment uses a large concave radius of about .29 times CW.

The right hand tread block A has a rear side connected at its left end with the rear end of the said left side. The said rear side is connected at its right end with the rear end of said right side. In the preferred embodiment the rear side is a linear section.

The right hand tread block A has a height of about .09 times CW in the preferred embodiment, but could vary from .05 times CW up to .16 times CW above the thin rubber layer covering the casing.

The right hand tread block A in the preferred embodiment where the forward end of the left side of tread block A is close to or on the centerline of the tire.

In the preferred embodiment, the right hand tread block A is positioned around the circumference of the tire in combination with
other tread blocks in a repeating pattern alternated with mirror images of itself about the tire centerline, with a spacing between the most forward portion of the right hand tread block A and the most rear portion of the next left hand tread block A forward of it being about .12 times CW. This spacing could vary from .08 times CW to up to .21 times CW.

The right hand tread block A in the preferred embodiment has a larger base surface area where it is joined to the thin rubber layer on the casing surface than at the top or ground contact surface, with sides that taper apart from the top edges at approximately 10 degrees and are joined to the thin base layer with a smooth radius of about .02 times CW, except for said right side of tread block A which blends into the base with a larger radius of about .07 times CW to provide additional support against expected side loadings predominantly in that direction.

The right hand tread block B is positioned to the right side of the tire centerline. The forward right side of the tread block also faces away from the center line of the tire and is between 105 and 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire. In the preferred embodiment the angle is 120 degrees. The said forward side is a flat surface, shallow concave surface, or a combination of the two of a total length of about .17 times CW. In the preferred embodiment there is a center concave surface of radius .15 times CW and length .1 times CW, with short linear segments on either end of length .035 times CW lying approximately on a line from tip to tip.
The right hand tread block B has a rear side also facing to the right, connected at its right end with the right end of the said forward right side. The rear side tread block B is at an angle of 50 to 80 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, or about 65 degrees in the preferred embodiment. The said rear side is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface, or combination of the two, with a total length of about .19 times CW. In the preferred embodiment the rear right side is flat or linear.

The right hand tread block B has a left side, the rear end of which is connected to the left end of the right rear side, the forward end of left side is connected with the left end of the forward right side. The left side surface is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of the two. In the preferred embodiment, it is a concave arc of radius .19 times CW.

The right hand tread block B has a height of about .08 times CW in the preferred embodiment, but could vary from .04 times CW up to .15 times CW above the said thin rubber layer covering the casing.

The right hand tread block B in the preferred embodiment is positioned on the tire such that the most forward point of tread block B is a distance of about .24 times the width of the tire casing CW to the right from the centerline of the tire.

The right hand tread block B is positioned around the circumference of the tire in combination with other tread blocks in a repeating pattern alternated with mirror images of itself about
the tire centerline, with a spacing between the most forward portion of the right hand tread block B and the most rear portion of the next right hand tread block B in front of it being about .5 times CW in the preferred embodiment.

The right hand tread block B in the preferred embodiment has a larger base surface area where it is joined to the thin rubber layer on the casing surface than at the top or ground contact surface, with sides that taper apart from the top edges at approximately 10 degrees and are joined to the thin base layer with a smooth radius of about .02 times CW, with the exception that the rear face of the tread block B is joined to the thin base layer with about a 10 degree taper but with a larger smooth radius of about .07 times CW.

The right hand tread block C is on the right side of the tire centerline. Tread block C is composed of a forward side facing partly to the right at an angle of about clockwise 100 to 130 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, or about 113.5 degrees in the preferred embodiment. The said forward side or surface is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of the two of a total length of about .11 times CW. In the preferred embodiment the right part of the forward surface is linear of length about .035 times CW, and lies about in a line with the two ends of the forward side. The left part of the forward surface is composed of a concave arc of radius about .15 times CW.

The right hand tread block C has a right side which is facing partially to the rear, connected to the right rear end of said
forward side at said right side's forward right end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 35 to 60 degrees tip to tip, or about 48 degrees for the preferred embodiment. The said right rear surface is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface, or a combination of the two of a total length of about .18 times CW. In the preferred embodiment, the right rear surface is a concave arc of radius .29 times CW.

The right hand tread block C has a left side also facing partly forward, at an angle of about 10 to 35 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, or about 26 degrees in the preferred embodiment. The left side is connected at its forward end to the left end of said forward surface. The said left side is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of both of a total length of about .15 times CW. In the preferred embodiment, the left side is a concave arc of radius about .29 times CW.

The right hand tread block C has a rear surface connected on its right end with the rear end of said right surface, and connected on its left end with the rear end of said left surface.

The right hand tread block C has a height of about .09 times CW in the preferred embodiment, but could vary from .05 times CW up to .16 times CW above the said thin rubber layer covering the casing.

The most forward point of right hand tread block C, the intersection of the said forward side and said left side, is a distance of about .16 times the width of the tire casing CW to the
right from the centerline of the tire in the preferred embodiment.

The tread block C is positioned around the circumference of the tire in combination with other tread blocks in a repeating pattern alternated with mirror images of itself about the tire centerline, with a spacing between the most forward portion of the right hand tread block C and the most rear portion of the next right hand tread block C in front of it being about .5 times CW in the preferred embodiment.

Right hand tread block C in the preferred embodiment has a larger base surface area where it is joined to the thin rubber layer on the casing surface than at the top or ground contact surface, with sides that taper apart from the top edges at approximately 10 degrees and are joined to the thin base layer with a smooth radius of about .02 times CW, with the exceptions that the said rear face of the tread block C is joined to the thin base layer with about a 10 degree taper but with a larger smooth radius of about .07 times CW and the said right side of tread block C is joined to the base with a radius of about .09 times CW.

Tread block D is a double on the right side of the tire centerline. Tread block D is composed of a forward and a rear tread sections. The forward side of the forward section is at an angle of about 105 to 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, or 120 degrees for the preferred embodiment. The said forward side or surface is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of the two of a total length of about .07 times CW. In the preferred embodiment
the said forward side is composed of a linear surface.

Right hand double tread block D has a left side of the forward tread section which is facing partially forward, connected to the left end of said forward side at said left side's forward end. The said left side is positioned at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 0 to 30 degrees tip to tip, or 15.5 degrees in the preferred embodiment. The said left surface of the forward section is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface, or a combination of the two of a total length of about .2 times CW. In the preferred embodiment the left side is composed of a concave arc of radius .29 times CW.

Right hand double tread block D has a rear side of the forward tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, or 59 degrees in the preferred embodiment. The said rear side is connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface. The said rear side is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of both of a total length of about .13 times CW. In the preferred embodiment the rear side is a linear surface.

Right hand double tread block D has a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface.

Right hand double tread block D has a forward side of the rear section of double tread block D at an angle from the center line of the tire clockwise of 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip or 59 degrees in
the preferred embodiment. The said forward side is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of both of a total length of about .09 times CW. In the preferred embodiment the said forward side is linear.

Right hand double tread block D has a left side of the rear tread section which is connected to the left end of said forward side at said left side's forward end, at an angle from the tire centerline of counter-clockwise 10 to clockwise 20 degrees tip to tip, or about 5 degrees in the preferred embodiment. The said left surface of the rear section is composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface, or a combination of the two of a total length of about .12 times CW. In the preferred embodiment the left surface is composed of a concave arc of radius .29 times CW.

Right hand double tread block D has a rear side of the rear tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, or about 59 degrees in the preferred embodiment. The said rear side is connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface, said rear side being composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of both of a total length of about .13 times CW. In the preferred embodiment the rear side is planar or linear.

Right hand double tread block D has a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface.
In the preferred embodiment, the said forward and rear sections of right hand double tread block D are separated between their respective rear and forward sides by a groove of about .1 times CW in width, said groove having a depth of about .5 times the total tread depth of double tread block D, said forward and rear sections of tread block D being connected at their respective bases below the said groove.

Right hand double tread block D has a height of about .11 times CW in the preferred embodiment, but could vary from .06 times CW up to .2 times CW above the said thin rubber layer covering the casing.

In the preferred embodiment, the most forward point of double tread block D, the intersection of the said forward side and said left side of said forward section, is a distance of about .42 times the width of the tire casing CW to the right from the centerline of the tire.

The right hand double tread block D is positioned around the circumference of the tire in combination with other tread blocks in a repeating pattern alternated with mirror images of itself about the tire centerline, with a spacing between the most forward portion of the right hand tread block D and the most rear portion of the next right hand tread block D in front of it being about .3 times CW in the preferred embodiment.

In the preferred embodiment, the right hand double tread block D has a larger base surface area where it is joined to the thin rubber layer on the casing surface than at the top or ground
contact surface, the top half of the right side of both said sections of the said tread block has 0 degree taper from the top of the tread block for about half of the distance from the top of the tread to the thin rubber layer on the casing, the lower half of the right side of both sections tapering at about a 30 degree angle with a smooth radius blend into the thin casing layer of radius about .04 times CW, the forward side of the forward section and the rear side of the rear section of double tread block D tapering from the top at an angle of about 10 degrees, blending into the thin rubber layer at the casing with a smooth radius of about .07 times CW, the right sides of both sections of the double tread block D tapering from the top at about 30 degrees from perpendicular with the top surface.

In the preferred embodiment, the distance to the rear from the most rear point of right tread block D to the most front point of the next right tread block B is about .07 times CW for the "front" tire.

In the preferred embodiment, the most forward point of right tread block C, the intersection of the said forward side and said left side, is a distance of about .16 times CW to the right from the centerline of the tire and said most forward point of said tread block C is about .25 times CW to the rear of the most rear point of the next right tread block B forward of said right tread block C for the "front" tire.

In the preferred embodiment, the most forward point of right tread block A is about even with the most rear point of the next
right tread block B forward of said tread block A for the "front" tire, see figure 2.

In the preferred embodiment, the tread block pattern on the left side of the tire is a mirror image of the tread block pattern described on the right side of the tire, but rotated or offset a distance of about .33 times CW around the circumference of the tire in order to interleave the two tread patterns. The left tread block A is about centered between the two nearest right tread blocks A on the "front" tire, see figure 2, and the left tread block E is about centered between the two nearest right tread blocks E on the "rear" tire, see figure 2.

The "front" tire in the preferred embodiment can have a small clearance angle built into the ground contact faces of the tread blocks. The purpose is to allow the biting edge to penetrate the ground material more easily, giving improved traction. On the "rear" tire, the tread blocks B and D would be slightly lower on the edges facing forward and away from the centerline of the tire for better motive and cornering traction. On the "front" tire, tread block A would be slightly lower at its rear edge, for improved braking traction. On the "front" tire, tread blocks B, C and D would be slightly lower on their respective edges away from the tire centerline and to the rear in order to improve braking and cornering traction.

In high traction ground conditions, a high quality supple sticky rubber compound will provide excellent traction even with a smooth (tread-less) tire. The goal in a high traction condition is
to have tread blocks which distribute the load evenly and smoothly, and which do not deform excessively in the direction of load, in order to maintain even traction and low rolling resistance. The invention does this in several ways:

First, the tread blocks on the "front" tire are positioned so as to have their major axis aligned predominantly with the direction of motion, not transverse to it, so tread block deflection under motive and braking forces is reduced.

Second, the tread side surfaces taper to the base, providing more support for the tread top surface than the typical straight sided block. Also, the tapered side surfaces are more self cleaning than straight sided tread blocks. Dirt or mud does not cling to the tapered surface as tenaciously, and as the tire contacts the ground and works against it, the tapered surface is often wiped clean. Where the tread blocks see a loading in predominantly one direction, the amount of taper is increased on the side or sides necessary to back up the ground contact surface of the tread block and help support it against the predominant force and to reduce its deflection in that direction. Another feature of the tapered side blocks is that the actual surface area contacting the ground is reduced, resulting in a tread block with high penetrating ability in soft soil conditions, with the advantage of improved traction.

Third, the tapered side surfaces are radiused into the casing layer, for even more support of the blocks. See Figs. 11a and 11b. Also the radius at the contact with the casing does not provide a
nook or crevice for dirt or mud to cling into, thus helping to keep the tire cleaner than a tire where the tread shoots straight into the casing with a sharp inside corner. Again, where the tread blocks see a loading in predominantly one direction, the blending radius is increased on the side or sides necessary to back up the tread block and help support it against the predominant force and to reduce its deflection in that direction.

Fourth, the tread blocks are spaced and located so that there is a more continuous engagement than in many tires. This is more evident on the "front" design.

Fifth, the height of the tread blocks in the center section is relatively low compared to some tires, which reduces the tread block deflection considerably.

Sixth, the tread compound is a supple rubber with high adhesion and low rolling resistance properties.

Seventh, the height of the side tread blocks above the tire casing is larger than those in the center. The center blocks are relatively low, and the side blocks are noticeably higher, providing a slightly "flat top" appearance. This increases the width of tread actually contacting the surface and effectively spreads out the load among more tread blocks and a larger surface area of the tire casing to improve traction and reduce rolling resistance, compensating for the reduced tread contact area density of the invention.

For off-angle or cornering traction on high traction surfaces, many of the same factors apply. Here the typical tire has some
narrow blocks sticking out from the side of the tire, oriented longitudinally with the rotation direction. In a moderate lean angle, part of the center tread is still in contact with the ground as well as the intermediate and side tread blocks. On the high traction surface, this works very well as the load is still spread among several blocks. On a sharp lean angle, however, which is very possible on a high traction surface, the load is shifted predominately over to the intermediate and side blocks, and these typically narrow blocks are not oriented so as to resist such high forces. The blocks deform extremely and "fold over". Even though it is on a high traction surface, the tire with laterally weak side blocks will slip at a high side load angle.

The invention handles the high side load forces generated on a high traction surface by incorporating unique features into the tread blocks.

In the embodiment of Fig. 2, the two side tread blocks D are linked. The top surfaces of these blocks are not larger than a typical tire side block, but they are very well supported. The outside edge of these blocks extends down the side of the tire a considerable distance to support it against a high side load. The inside edge also is well supported. The inside surface starts down from the top edge perpendicular to the tread top surface for a high grip edge effect but halfway to the base layer it flares out 30 degrees and then blends smoothly into the base rubber layer with a nice radius. In addition to the inside and outside support, the forward edge of the front block is supported with an angled face of
about 10 degrees and a large smooth radius into the base layer, the rear face of the rear block is similarly supported, and the two blocks are linked at the base with a radiused groove about half the depth of the overall tread blocks. The groove is deep enough and wide enough such that mud will pass through to clean the double tread block, but the connection is substantial enough to help support the tread block pair against high side loads. Another factor aiding the side support is the spacing and orientation of the paired blocks. The forward block is set closer to the center of the tire than the rear block. This helps to stiffen the paired block to the side loads.

In Fig. 20, the groove G (Fig. 2) has been eliminated and the space SS allows freer flow of material in the manner shown in Figs. 13-19.

The basically triangular tread B on both tires is oriented to give a real good bite in side loading, but is also much better braced to resist side forces than a typical intermediate or side block of existing tires. The relatively large lateral width of the block contributes to its lateral stiffness as does its tapered sides and radiused junctions with the base layer. In addition it incorporates a large radius blend on the rear side facing away from the center of the tire to further stabilize it from forward and side loads on the "front" tire.

The intermediate tread C on the front tire also will work to advantage on a high angle as although it is a relatively narrow tread section, it is oriented diagonally to the side force and the
side facing away from the center of the tire and to the rear has a very large radius blend to support this tread well against large side and forward loads.

In loose materials, the tread has to function differently. Here a smooth no tread design will tend to shear the loose surface material, providing reduced traction. The tread needs to dig into the loose material and achieve a bite, preferably it will dig through the loose material to achieve contact with a solid surface underneath. Many current prior art tread designs use a sharp edge perpendicular to the direction of force. This is effective in many conditions, but as it does not allow for the escape of loose material that it digs into, it can just plow it ahead until the effect is just like dirt slipping on dirt. Many tires on the market are prone to this in the fore and aft directions as well as in the side (cornering) directions. The invention approaches this problem more like a road grader. The cutting edges are generally arranged so that the loose or wet material is "graded" or "bulldozed" off to the side leaving the tread block clean to continue gripping. In the case of the forward or backward force directions, each block of the front tire plows the mud or dirt away from the center of the tire, effectively cleaning not only the individual tread blocks, but the whole tire contact patch as well. The front tire will work very well on the rear wheel in soft or muddy conditions if the direction of rotation is reversed, or even if it is not, as the angles of the sides of the tread blocks on the front tire are positioned such that and the tread blocks are
positioned relative to each other such that mud will be bulldozed or squeegeed to the outside of the tire with either a forward or rear slip direction. Thus when used as a rear tire, the rider will enjoy both a high level of motive traction and excellent braking and cornering. Most tires available cannot provide this.

In use, the front tire will not just see front or side forces, but a combination of these types of force. Riders brake into corners, sharp corners will apply a high drag moment on the front tire inherently, riders will use their brakes while traversing on a side slope, etc. That is why the preferred configuration front tire does not use a single shape of block or edge, with the same orientation. Most tires have the tread blocks arranged in some type of rows, which in mud tend to load up the narrow spaces between the blocks with mud and then act like the skis mentioned earlier. The "farmer" series of tires and clones did not realize that the typical tractor rear tire is not called upon to develop high side forces, or that actual tractor tires have a large amount of space between the treads and have very deep treads to clean mud and dig down to firmer ground. The "farmer" series of bicycle tires are very poor in maintaining side grip in slippery conditions. The tire simply slips along the "fault" lines.

There are no rows of closely spaced tread blocks on the invention. There is a complete lack of a suitable slip plane or angle on the front tire and the rear tire has high clearance between its tread blocks to greatly reduce the probability of loading.
An important key distinguishing feature of the invention over prior art is the mechanism for creating grip in all conditions and at all angles of applied force. What the invention creates is a tortuous path between the tread blocks for flow of loose or wet material, without excessively constricting or trapping the flow in any one spot. This would be similar to water flowing down stairs, it is slowed up by the repetitive changes in direction. The flow paths must be large enough to allow adequate flow of material, but should not be straight, smooth channels. If the constrictions are too tight or the path too narrow or overly convoluted, the material will not flow through it but instead, begin to shear in the direction of force against the ground, and build up and stick to the surfaces of the tread and tire casing. The tread configurations also should not cause the flow to be reversed against the force direction. This again would tend to cause it to shear with the ground in the reversed region.

As shown in figures 13 through 19, the "front" tire slip patterns in each direction of applied force allow ample material flow. The tread block surfaces work to clean themselves by the action of the loose or wet material sweeping by them. The ground material flow is typically redirected three or more times before leaving the contact area, providing a distributed resistance to the flow. This creates a high degree of traction or friction in the desired direction, regardless of the ground conditions. Most top rated tires provide grip in wet conditions only until they start to slip, after which the spaces between the tread blocks typically
pack up with trapped mud and continue to slip very easily, much like a smooth tire. In the invention the effect of slip will be to clean the tread blocks and to clean the ground contact surface providing increased traction. The tread blocks are not as likely to trap and hold mud. The tread blocks are also arranged so that braking, cornering, motive traction and side slope forces and combinations of these will all tend to plow the mud or loose dirt out of the area of the tire contact patch and push this material to the sides. The center tread blocks A also provide excellent side load grip unlike the center tread block of most tires. The invention also provides a very high degree of traction in soft to hard dry conditions with multiple sharp edges of the tread blocks strategically placed to resist slippage in critical directions. Each tread block in the "front" tire is designed and spaced from other tread blocks so as to provide maximum self cleaning in any direction, as well as maximum grip in all expected directions in both hard to soft and wet to dry conditions.

The individual tread blocks are aligned such that their respective surfaces are at different angles from each other. For example, the forward facing surfaces of tread blocks A, B, C and D on the "front" tire are each at a slightly different angle from the tire center line partially so that there is not one direction of force applied to the traction surface which will cause all of the working tread blocks to push mud or dirt straight ahead, effectively trapping it. Also, the concave surfaces of the tread blocks tend to give a higher range of working angle for the tread
surface, and also redirect the material flow more smoothly than a straight surface, more like the blades of a turbine.

Distinguishing features:

120 threads per inch tire casing (very fine, light, strong and supple) * used only by Ritchey (references are to prior art tire designs of others)

Kevlar bead, very strong and light (well known in the art)
very thin rubber layer over casing material (lightweight, supple) * (used by Ritchey)

No easy slip planes in tread design
large clearance between tread blocks (per se well known in the art)

Also tread block surfaces are angled and spaced such that typical slip directions will self clean the inter-block spaces, mud or dirt should not jam them.

Tread blocks surface forms a larger radius surface than casing, ie, tread is deeper on sides than in middle "flat top" design. (per se well known in the art)

Tread blocks have sharp edges and corners to cut into soft materials such as mud, and to conform to irregular surfaces. These create a self cleaning or squeegee effect. (per se well known in the art)

Tread block surface is a low percentage of tire casing surface, allowing high penetration in soft materials, and providing the clearance between tread blocks discussed earlier. (used by Fisher, Porcupine, Smoke)
Tread block ground contact patch is large because of "flat top" tread shape (Smoke, Quad, Force)

No sharp inside corners or edges on tire to trap and hold dirt or mud. Tread blocks are angled downward and radiused into the casing for self cleaning and support of the block under load and under side forces. Specific tread blocks are angled severely in a particular direction to resist specific forces, yet allow high penetration into soft materials due to their small percentage of contact area spread out over a relatively large tire surface.

Deep tread blocks toward the edges allow higher penetration for exceptional cornering traction.

- Relatively shallow tread blocks in center reduce deflection and thus lower rolling resistance. Flatter top shape spreads out braking and traction loads to improve overall performance.

Special side tread blocks have a small double block shape at the tread surface to effect high penetration and efficient cleaning of mud, with high grip, but are split for only a short distance. They are joined at the base to improve support on harder surfaces. When cornering on rock, or climbing off angle, most tire side knobs simply fold over, causing the tire to slip. They are not well enough supported on the sides. In contrast, this invention combines relatively small, tall tread with a high degree of support, including the angled and radiused base for superior mud and rock or dry conditions performance.

The tread blocks are arranged predominately with the direction of tire travel, and have a degree of overlap, to promote a smooth
shift of load from one tread to another on a relatively flat
surface with a minimum of casing hysteresis. This appears to lower
the rolling resistance over the typical tread patterns which have
a distinct gap between each tread block hitting the ground. In
contrast, a typical tire sounds like a logging truck on pavement.

Each tread block was analyzed for its position on the casing,
and the angle of contact and the different directions of force that
it will see in service. The specific angles and lengths of each
block are designed to present a good bite into the ground surface,
with a relatively small angle off of perpendicular to the direction
of force, similar to a motor grader. The angle allows soft mud or
other material which does not provide a firm grip to be pushed to
the side, out of the way of the tread block, allowing the tread
block to make positive contact with a good gripping surface. Both
tires, and especially the front, have been highly optimized for
side (cornering or off angle climbing) traction. When the bike is
leaned over in a cornering condition, effectively only the tread on
one side are being used. It is thus possible under this invention
to optimize the tread on each side for the particular range of
forces that it would see, and yet give it an excellent self
cleaning action.

It is important that each tread block in solid contact with
the ground be oriented and designed such as to provide maximum grip
in the direction of force. Many tires perform well in the straight
direction (motive traction or braking), but under application of
side force, their laterally oriented center tread blocks provide
little grip and an easy side slip path. The preferred configuration not only gets side grip from the side tread blocks but also from the intermediate and center blocks as well. And unlike most tires, provides traction and braking force directions with the intermediate and edge blocks very successfully.

One of the significant aspects of the invention is the placement and orientation of the tread blocks, e.g., they are interdispersed. Summarizing the foregoing discussion, the "interdispersed" tread design incorporates six features:

First, a small contact area tread block, but well supported in the directions of likely high adhesion forces, and without mud of dirt retaining areas.

Second, orientation of the tread block faces are such that when the tire is in a slip condition, the faces of each tread block in contact with the ground work to plow or extrude the loose material toward the outside of the tire, or away from the tread contact patch.

Third, the tread blocks are arranged so that there is adequate clearance between each at the blocks for flow of loose or wet material and proper cleaning action of the tire.

Fourth, the tread blocks are also arranged and shaped so that there is no direction where the blocks are essentially lined up and there are no unobstructed linear channels for the mud to flow in. The presence of a slip direction is a very common problem with current off-road bicycle tires. In this condition, the spaces between the blocks load with mud and then the row of blocks behaves
like a ski and slips easily. This occurs in cornering or side hill riding conditions and typically only involves one side of the tire in working contact with the ground.

Fifth, most tires use big blocks of rubber in the center, hitting the ground one after the other with a sizeable space between them. This creates noise, vibration and rolling friction. The preferred configuration tread pattern, in addition to the other benefits has angled edge tread blocks, which make their contact with the ground a little more smoothly than edges perpendicular to the direction of travel, and the tread blocks are interleaved in the rolling direction, so a block coming into ground contact is overlapped with another block.

Sixth, if the edge of a tread block is perpendicular to the application of forces, then instead of pushing loose or wet material to one side like a snowplow and obtaining a fresh bit, it will push the material straight ahead like a straight blade bulldozer. Since this material is trapped between the tire casing and the ground underneath, it acts like a hydraulic lubricant to cause the tire to slip. The greater the width of the perpendicular surface, the greater the tendency to trap material. Mud generally behaves in a thixotropic manner. If one were to push on undisturbed wet soil, it will resist movement substantially. If, on the other hand, one were to mechanically work or stir the wet soil, it then behaves more like grease. That is why it is important in a tire to get the "grease" out of the way and find the firm soil underneath.
The prior art generally present a large amount of tread edge in a given direction. Many tires use lateral center blocks and longitudinal side blocks. For this type of tire, in straight ahead braking or motive traction, the lateral center blocks are bulldozers. The instant they start to slip in mud, traction is history, or lost. The side blocks are bulldozers in pure cornering. Again, although they provide good traction, the instant slippage starts, the rider is on the ground.

Another common tire type is the "traction" style tread. This tread type is relatively good in straight ahead traction or braking. The angled rows of tread blocks clean mud to the sides in one direction. One problem is you cannot get top performance in both traction and braking out of the same tire. In the reverse direction, the tractor type cleats pull mud into the center of the tire. Where the tractor type tire really falls down literally is in cornering. When the cornering forces line up with the rows of blocks, down goes the cyclist. Also, when the cornering forces and perpendicular to the rows of tread blocks, you have the bulldozer action discussed above.

The invention has addressed and solved this problem with a number of smaller tread blocks where the faces of one type of tread block are at an angle to these of the ones beside it. For any given force directions the amount of tread edge acting as a bulldozer will be small, and the amount of tread edge working as a snow plows will be large. This is believed to be one of the keys to the consistent high performance of tires according to the
invention.

The linked side block is a good feature. In a further preferred mode shown in Fig. 20, the side blocks are not linked. In this embodiment the groove between sides tread block portions has been extended down to the tire casing. The weight of the tire was slightly increased in this embodiment with separated side tread blocks RS1, S2 and LS1, S2 because more reinforcement was required for the side blocks.

While a preferred embodiment of the invention has been disclosed, it is obvious that other modifications, embodiments and adaptations of the invention will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art.

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:
CLAIMS

1. An all terrain tire for two-wheeled cycles or motorcycles with a casing composed of a folded layer of lightweight, high strength rubber impregnated fabric, with a thin layer of rubber tread compound on the exterior surface of the casing supporting a plurality of tread blocks having ground contact surface and sides extending, said casing when mounted on an appropriate rim and inflated to a predetermined tire pressure pounds per square inch internal pressure having a casing width CW measured at the widest point of the casing perpendicular to the plane of the tire, said tread blocks having a relatively sharp edge between the ground contact surface of the tread block and the sides of the tread block, the forward surface or side of the tread block being defined as that part of the tread block which when said tread block being in contact with the ground, faces in the same direction as the forward travel direction of the cycle, with a right hand tread block A having a forward facing side, the said forward side being at an angle of 105 to 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side or face being a non-convex surface having a total length approximately .16 times the dimension of the casing width CW, a left side the forward end of which is connected to the left end of said front side, said left side being at an angle from the tire centerline of between clockwise 30 degrees and counter-clockwise 5 degrees tip to tip, said left side being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .21 times the casing width CW, a right side at an angle of 20
to 50 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the tire centerline connected at its forward end to the right end of the forward side, said right side being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .17 times CW, a rear side connected at its left end with the rear end of the said left side, said rear side connected at its right end with the rear end of said right side.

2. The invention as in claim 1 wherein said tread block A is positioned around the circumference of the tire in combination with other tread blocks in a repeating pattern alternated with mirror images of itself about the tire centerline, with a spacing between the most forward portion of the right hand tread block A and the most rear portion of the next left hand tread block A forward of it being about .12 times CW.

3. The invention as in claim 1 wherein each said tread block A has a larger base surface area where it is joined said thin rubber layer on the casing surface than at said ground contact surface, and having sides that taper apart from the top edges at approximately 10 degrees and are joined to said thin rubber layer with a smooth radius of about .02 times CW, except for said right side of tread block A which blends into the base with a larger radius of about .07 times CW to provide additional support against side loadings in that direction.

4. An all terrain tire for bicycles or motorcycles with a casing composed of a folded layer of lightweight, high strength
rubber impregnated fabric, with a thin layer of rubber tread compound on the exterior surface of the casing supporting a plurality of tread blocks, in a plurality of circumferential rows, said casing when mounted on an appropriate rim and inflated to a predetermined pressure in pounds per square inch internal pressure having a casing width CW measured at the widest point of the casing perpendicular to the plane of the tire, said tread blocks having a relatively sharp edge between the ground contact surface of the tread block and the sides of the tread block, the forward surface or side of the tread block being defined as that part of the tread block which when said tread block being in contact with the ground, faces in the same direction as the forward travel direction of the cycle or vehicle, with a right hand tread block B being positioned to the right side of the tire centerline, the forward right side of the tread block also faces away from the center line of the tire and is between 105 and 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side being a flat surface, shallow concave surface, or a combination of the two of a total length of about .17 times CW, a rear side also facing to the right, connected at its right end with the right end of the said forward edge, said rear edge is at an angle of 50 to 80 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said rear face being a flat plane, shallow concave surface, or combination of the two, with a total length of about .19 times CW, with a left side, the rear end of which is connected to the left end of the right rear side, the forward end of said left side is connected with the left
end of the forward right side, the left side surface being composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of the two.

5. The invention as defined in claim 11 wherein the said tread block B is positioned in one of said circumferential rows around the circumference of the tire in combination with tread blocks in other circumferential rows in a repeating pattern alternated with mirror images of itself about the tire centerline, with a spacing between the most forward portion of the right hand tread block B and the most rear portion of the next right hand tread block B in front of it being about .5 times CW.

6. The invention as defined in claim 4 where the said tread block B has a larger base surface area where it is joined to the thin rubber layer on the casing surface than at the top or ground contact surface, with sides that taper apart from the top edges at approximately 10 degrees and are joined to the thin base layer with a smooth radius of about .02 times CW, with the exception that the rear face of the tread block B is joined to the thin base layer with about a 10 degree taper but with a larger smooth radius of about .07 times CW.

7. An all terrain tire for bicycles or motorcycles with a casing composed of a folded layer of lightweight, high strength rubber impregnated fabric, with a thin layer of rubber tread
compound on the exterior surface of the casing supporting the tread blocks, said casing when mounted on an appropriate rim with an appropriate inner tube if appropriate and inflated to a predetermined internal pressure having a casing width CW measured at the widest point of the casing perpendicular to the plane of the tire, said tread blocks having a relatively sharp edge between the top ground contact surface of the tread block and the sides of the tread block, the forward surface side of the tread block being defined as that part of the tread block which when said tread block being in contact with the ground, faces in the same direction as the forward travel direction of the cycle, with a right hand tread block C on the right side of the tire centerline, said tread block being composed of a forward side facing partly to the right at an angle of about clockwise 100 to 130 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side surface being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .11 times CW, a right side which is facing partially to the rear, connected to the right rear end of said forward side at said right side's forward right end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 35 to 60 degrees tip to tip, said right rear surface being composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface, or a combination of the two of a total length of about .18 times CW, a left side also facing partly forward, at an angle of about 10 to 35 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its forward end to the left end of said forward surface, said left side being composed of a flat plane, shallow
concave surface or a combination of both of a total length of about .15 times CW, a rear surface connected on its right end with the rear end of said right surface, and connected on its left end with the rear end of said left surface.

8. The invention as defined in claim 7 wherein the said tread block C is positioned around the circumference of the tire in combination with other tread blocks in a repeating pattern alternated with mirror images of itself about the tire centerline, with a spacing between the most forward portion of the right hand tread block C and the most rear portion of the next right hand tread block C in front of it being about .5 times CW.

9. The invention as defined in claim 7 where the said tread block C has a larger base surface area where it is joined to the thin rubber layer on the casing surface than at the top or ground contact surface, with sides that taper apart from the top edges at approximately 10 degrees and are joined to the thin base layer with a smooth radium of about .02 times CW, with the exceptions that the said rear face of the tread block C is joined to the thin base layer with about a 10 degree taper but with a larger smooth radius of about .07 times CW and the said right side of tread block C is joined to the base with a radius of about .09 times CW.

10. An all terrain tire for bicycles or motorcycles with a casing composed of a folded layer of lightweight, high strength
rubber impregnated fabric, with a thin layer of rubber tread compound on the exterior surface of the casing supporting the tread blocks, said casing when mounted on an appropriate rim with an appropriate inner tube if appropriate and inflated to a predetermined internal pressure having a casing width CW measured at the widest point of the casing perpendicular to the plane of the tire, said tread blocks having a relatively sharp edge between the top ground contact surface of the tread block and the sides of the tread block, the forward surface side of the tread block being defined as that part of the tread block which when said tread block being in contact with the ground, faces in the same direction as the forward travel direction of the cycle or vehicle, with a right hand double tread block D on the right side of the tire centerline, said tread block being composed of a forward and a rear tread sections, the forward side of the forward section being at an angle of about 105 to 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side or surface being composed of a non-convex surface having of a total length of about .07 times CW, a left side of the forward tread section which is facing partially forward, connected to the left end of said forward side at said left side's forward end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 0 to 30 degrees tip to tip, said left surface of the forward section being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .2 times CW, a rear side of the forward tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline
of the tire, connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface, said rear side being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .13 times CW, a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface, a forward side of the rear section of double tread block D at an angle from the center line of the tire clockwise of 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip, said forward side being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .09 times CW, a left side of the rear tread section which is connected to the left end of said forward side at said left side’s forward end, at an angle from the tire centerline of counter-clockwise 10 to clockwise 20 degrees tip to tip, said left surface of the rear section being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .12 times CW, a rear side of the rear tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface, said rear side being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .13 times CW, a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface, said forward and rear sections being separated between their respective rear and forward sides by a groove of about .1 times CW in width, said groove having a depth of about .5 times the total tread depth of double tread block D, said forward and rear sections of tread block D being connected at their
respective bases below the said groove.

11. The invention as defined in claim 10 wherein the said double tread block D is positioned around the circumference of the tire in combination with other tread blocks in a repeating pattern alternated with mirror images of itself about the tire centerline, with a spacing between the most forward portion of the right hand tread block D and the most rear portion of the next right hand tread block D in front of it being about .3 times CW.

12. The invention as defined in claim 10 where the said double tread block D has a larger base surface area where it is joined to the thin rubber layer on the casing surface than at the top or ground contact surface, the top half of the right side of both said sections of the said tread block has 0 degree taper from the top of the tread block for about half of the distance from the top of the tread to the thin rubber layer on the casing, the lower half of the right side of both sections tapering at about a 30 degree angle with a smooth radius blend into the thin casing layer of radius about .04 times CW, the forward side of the forward section and the rear side of the rear section of double tread block D tapering from the top at an angle of about 10 degrees, blending into the thin rubber layer at the casing with a smooth radius of about .07 times CW, the right sides of both sections of the double tread block D tapering from the top at about 30 degrees from perpendicular with the top surface.
13. The invention as defined in claim 7 with a right hand double tread block D on the right side of the tire centerline, said tread block being composed of a forward and a rear tread sections, the forward side of the forward section being at an angle of about 105 to 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side or surface being composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of the two of a total length of about .07 times CW, a left side of the forward tread section which is facing partially forward, connected to the left end of said forward side at said left side's forward end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 0 to 30 degrees tip to tip, said left surface of the forward section being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .2 times CW, a rear side of the forward tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface, said rear side being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .13 times CW, a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface, a forward side of the rear section of double tread block D at an angle from the center line of the tire clockwise of 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip, said forward side being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .09 times CW, a left side of the rear tread section which is connected
to the left end of said forward side at said left side's forward end, at an angle from the tire centerline of counter-clockwise 10 to clockwise 20 degrees tip to tip, said left surface of the rear section being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .12 times CW, a rear side of the rear tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface, said rear side being composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of both of a total length of about .13 times CW, a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface, said forward and rear sections being separated between their respective rear and forward sides by a space of about .1 times CW in width, said forward and rear sections of tread block D being connected at their respective bases below the said space, where the most forward point of double tread block D, the intersection of the said forward side and said left side of said forward section, is a distance of about .42 times the width of the tire casing CW to the right from the centerline of the tire, the distance to the rear from the most rear point of right tread block D to the most front point of the next right tread block B is about .07 times CW, where the most forward point of tread block B is a distance of about .24 times the width of the tire casing CW to the right from the centerline of the tire.
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14. The invention as defined in claim 7 with a right hand double tread block D on the right side of the tire centerline, said tread block being composed of a forward and a rear tread sections, the forward side of the forward section being at an angle of about 105 to 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side or surface being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .07 times CW, a left side of the forward tread section which is facing partially forward, connected to the left end of said forward side at said left side’s forward end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 0 to 30 degrees tip to tip, said left surface of the forward section being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .2 times CW, a rear side of the forward tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface, said rear side being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .13 times CW, a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface, a forward side of the rear section of double tread block D at an angle from the center line of the tire clockwise of 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip, said forward side being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .09 times CW, a left side of the rear tread section which is connected to the left end of said forward side at said left side’s forward end, at an angle from the tire centerline
of counter-clockwise 10 to clockwise 20 degrees tip to tip, said left surface of the rear section being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .12 times CW, a rear side of the rear tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface, said rear side being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .13 times CW, a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface, said forward and rear sections being separated between their respective rear and forward sides by a groove of about .1 times CW in width, said groove having a depth of about .5 times the total tread depth of double tread block D, said forward and rear sections of tread block D being connected at their respective bases below the said groove, where the most forward point of double tread block D, the intersection of the said forward side and said left side of said forward section, is a distance of about .42 times the width of the tire casing CW to the right from the centerline of the tire, the distance to the rear from the most rear point of right tread block D to the most front point of the next right tread block B is about .02 times CW, where the most forward point of tread block B is a distance of about .24 times the width of the tire casing CW to the right from the centerline of the tire, a right tread block E with a left forward side at an angle of 80 to 100 degrees from the center line of the tire, with a length
of about .06 times the casing width CW, a forward left side at an angle of 45 to 65 degrees counter-clockwise from the tire centerline connected at the forward end to the left end of said left forward side of a length about .13 times CW, a rear left side at an angle of 45 to 65 degrees clockwise from the tire centerline of a length of about .17 times CW, its forward end being connected to the rear end of the forward left side with a radius, a left rear side at an angle of 80 to 100 degrees from the centerline of the tire, with a length of about .11 times CW, its left end being connected to the rear end of said rear left side, a center rear side connected at its left end to the right end of said left rear side, said center side curving forward in a concave shape from the said left end of the center rear side at an angle of 45 to 65 degrees clockwise from the centerline of the tire, and ending at an angle of 45 to 65 degrees counter-clockwise from the centerline of the tire, with a length tip to tip of about .24 times CW, a right rear side connected at its left end to the right end of said center rear side, at an angle of 80 to 100 degrees from the centerline of the tire, with a length of about .06 times the casing width CW, a rear right side at an angle of 45 to 65 degrees counter-clockwise from the tire centerline connected at the rear end to the right end of said right rear side of a length about .13 times CW, a forward right side at an angle of 45 to 65 degrees clockwise from the tire centerline of a length of about .17 times CW, its rear end being connected to the forward end of the rear right side with a radius, a right forward side at an angle of 80 to 100 degrees from the
centerline of the tire, with a length of about .11 times CW, its right end being connected to the forward end of said forward right side, a center forward side connected at its right end to the left end of said right forward side, said center side curving to the rear in a concave shape from the said right end of the center rear side at an angle of 45 to 65 degrees clockwise from the centerline of the tire, and ending at an angle of 45 to 65 degrees counterclockwise from the centerline of the tire, with a length tip to tip of about .24 times CW, and connected at its left end with the right end of the said left forward side, a groove in the top of the tread block E starting approximately at the center of the center forward side and ending in the rear part of the forward left side with a depth of about half of the tread block depth and a width of about .03 times CW, a second groove in the top of the tread block E starting approximately at the center of the center rear side and ending in the forward part of the rear right side with a depth of about half of the tread block depth and a width of about .03 times CW, where the intersection of said right forward side with the said forward right side is a distance of about .28 times the width of the tire casing CW to the right of the centerline of the tire, and about .1 times CW to the rear of the most forward point of the nearest right tread block D.

15. The invention as defined in claim 13 with a right hand tread block A having a forward facing side, the said forward side being at an angle of 105 to 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from
the centerline of the tire, said forward side or face being non-convex surface having a total length approximately .16 times the dimension of the casing width CW, a left side the forward end of which is connected to the left end of said front side, said left side being at an angle from the tire centerline of between clockwise 30 degrees and counter-clockwise 5 degrees tip to tip, said left side being non-convex surface having a total length of about .21 times the casing width CW, a right side at an angle of 20 to 50 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the tire centerline connected at its forward end to the right end of the forward side, said right side being non-convex surface having a total length of about .17 times CW, a rear side connected at its left end with the rear end of the said left side, said rear side connected at its right end with the rear end of said right side, wherein the forward end of the left side of tread block A is close to or on the centerline of the tire and where the most forward point of tread block A is about even with the most rear point of tread block B in the forward direction.

16. The invention as defined in claim 13 with a right hand tread block C on the right side of the tire centerline, said tread block being composed of a forward side facing partly to the right at an angle of about clockwise 100 to 130 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side or surface being composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface or a combination of the two of a total length of about .11 times CW, a right side
which is facing partially to the rear, connected to the right rear end of said forward side at said right side's forward right end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 35 to 60 degrees tip to tip, said right rear surface being composed of a flat plane, shallow concave surface, or a combination of the two of a total length of about 0.18 times CW, a left side also facing partly forward, at an angle of about 10 to 35 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its forward end to the left end of said forward surface, said left side being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about 0.15 times CW, a rear surface connected on its right end with the rear end of said right surface, and connected on its left end with the rear end of said left surface, where the most forward point of tread block C, the intersection of the said forward side and said left side, is a distance of about 0.16 times the width of the tire casing CW to the right from the centerline of the tire and said most forward point of tread block C is about 0.25 times CW to the rear of the most rear point of the next right tread block B forward of said right tread block C.

17. The invention as defined in claim 15 with a right hand tread block C on the right side of the tire centerline, said tread block being composed of a forward side facing partly to the right at an angle of about clockwise 100 to 130 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side or surface being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about 0.11
times CW, a right side which is facing partially to the rear, connected to the right rear end of said forward side at said right side's forward right end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 35 to 60 degrees tip to tip, said right rear surface being composed of a non-convex surface having a total length of about .18 times CW, a left side also facing partly forward, at an angle of about 10 to 35 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its forward end to the left end of said forward surface, said left side being composed of non-convex surface having a total length of about .15 times CW, a rear surface connected on its right end with the rear end of said right surface, and connected on its left end with the rear end of said left surface, where the most forward point of tread block C, the intersection of the said forward side and said left side, is a distance of about .16 times the width of the tire casing CW to the right from the centerline of the tire and said most forward point of tread block C is about .25 times CW to the rear of the most rear point of the next right tread block B forward of said right tread block C.

18. The invention as defined in claim 4 where the said tread block B has a larger base surface area where it is joined to the thin rubber layer on the casing surface than at the top or ground contact surface, with sides that taper apart from the top edges at approximately 10 degrees and are joined to the thin base layer with a smooth radius of about .02 times CW, with the exception that the
rear face of the tread block B is joined to the thin base layer with about a 10 degree taper but with a larger smooth radius of about .07 times CW, with a right hand double tread block D on the right side of the tire centerline, said tread block being composed of a forward and a rear tread sections, the forward side of the forward section being at an angle of about 105 to 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side or surface being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .07 times CW, a left side of the forward tread section which is facing partially forward, connected to the left end of said forward side at said left side’s forward end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 0 to 30 degrees tip to tip, said left surface of the forward section being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .2 times CW, a rear side of the forward tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface, said rear side being a convex surface having a total length of about .13 times CW, a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface, a forward side of the rear section of double tread block D at an angle from the center line of the tire clockwise of 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip, said forward side being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .09 times CW, a left side of the rear tread section which is connected to the left end of said forward side at said left
side's forward end, at an angle from the tire centerline of counter-clockwise 10 to clockwise 20 degrees tip to tip, said left surface of the rear section being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .12 times CW, a rear side of the rear tread section facing partly to the right, at an angle of about clockwise 45 to 75 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its left end to the rear end of said left surface, said rear side being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .13 times CW, a right surface connected on its forward end with the right end of said forward surface, and connected on its rear end with the right end of said rear surface, said forward and rear sections being separated between their respective rear and forward sides by a groove, the top half of the right side of both said sections of the said tread block has 0 degree taper from the top of the tread block for about half of the distance from the top of the tread to the thin rubber layer on the casing, the lower half of the right side of both sections tapering at about a 30 degree angle with a smooth radius blend into the thin casing layer of radius about .04 times CW, the forward side of the forward section and the rear side of the rear section of double tread block D tapering from the top at an angle of about 10 degrees, blending into the thin rubber layer at the casing with a smooth radius of about .07 times CW, the right sides of both sections of the double tread block D tapering from the top at about 30 degrees from perpendicular with the top surface, where the most forward point of double tread block D, the intersection of the said forward side and
said left side of said forward section, is a distance of about 0.42
times the width of the tire casing CW to the right from the
centerline of the tire, the distance to the rear from the most rear
point of right tread block D to the most front point of the next
right tread block B is about 0.07 times CW, where the most forward
point of tread block B is a distance of about 0.24 times the width
of the tire casing CW to the right from the centerline of the tire.

19. The invention as defined in claim 1 with a right hand
tread block B being positioned to the right side of the tire
centerline, the forward right side of the tread block also faces
away from the center line of the tire and is between 105 and 135
degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said
forward side being a non-convex surface having a total length of
about 0.17 times CW, a rear side also facing to the right, connected
at its right end with the right end of the said forward edge, said
rear edge is at an angle of 50 to 80 degrees clockwise tip to tip
from the centerline of the tire, said rear face being a non-convex
surface having a length of about 0.19 times CW, with a left side,
the rear end of which is connected to the left end of the right
rear side, the forward end of said left side is connected with the
left end of the forward right side, the left side surface being a
non-convex surface, with a right hand tread block C on the right
side of the tire centerline, said tread block being composed of a
forward side facing partly to the right at an angle of about
clockwise 100 to 130 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the
tire, said forward side or surface being a non-convex surface having length of about .11 times CW, a right side which is facing partially to the rear, connected to the right rear end of said forward side at said right side’s forward right end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 35 to 60 degrees tip to tip, said right rear surface being non-convex surface having a total length of about .18 times CW, a left side also facing partly forward, at an angle of about 10 to 35 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its forward end to the left end of said forward surface, said left side being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .15 times CW, a rear surface connected on its right end with the rear end of said right surface, and connected on its left end with the rear end of said left surface.

20. The invention as defined in claim 1 with a right hand tread block C on the right side of the tire centerline, said tread block being composed of a forward side facing partly to the right at an angle of about clockwise 100 to 130 degrees tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side or surface being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .11 times CW, a right side which is facing partially to the rear, connected to the right rear end of said forward side at said right side’s forward right end, at an angle from the tire centerline of clockwise 35 to 60 degrees tip to tip, said right rear surface non-convex surface having a total length of about .18 times CW, a left side also
facing partly forward, at an angle of about 10 to 35 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, connected at its forward end to the left end of said forward surface, said left side being a non-convex surface having a total length of about .15 times CW, a rear surface connected on its right end with the rear end of said right surface, and connected on its left end with the rear end of said left surface.

21. The invention as defined in claim 1 with a right hand tread block B being positioned to the right side of the tire centerline, the forward right side of the tread block also faces away from the center line of the tire and is between 105 and 135 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said forward side being a non-convex surface having a length of about .17 times CW, a rear side also facing to the right, connected at its right end with the right end of the said forward edge, said rear edge is at an angle of 50 to 80 degrees clockwise tip to tip from the centerline of the tire, said rear face being a non-convex surface having a length of about .19 times CW, with a left side, the rear end of which is connected to the left end of the right rear side, the forward end of said left side is connected with the left end of the forward right side, the left side surface being a non-convex surface.

22. In a light-weight, high performance, all-terrain tire for two-wheeled vehicles having a rubber impregnated fabric tire casing
and a plurality of rows of discrete, rubber tread blocks molded thereon, said tire casing having two sidewall portions joined by a tread portion and means for securing said tire to a rim for inflation with air to a predetermined pressure, said tire having a center line, the improvement wherein said plurality of rows of discrete tread blocks are arranged in circumferential rows, the tread blocks in the rows being overlapped a predetermined degree to permit a smooth shift of load from one block back to another with a minimum of casing hysteresis, and include a circumferentially extending linear array of elongated side tread blocks disposed to the lateral sides, respectively, of said tread portion, each said side tread block comprised of a first portion spaced toward said centerline and a second portion being spaced further from said centerline than said first portion and having outside edges which extends down the sidewall of said casing for a predetermined distance, and means forming a space between said first and second portions, the side tread blocks on one side of said casing being alternated with the side tread blocks on the other side of said casing and being mirror images thereof.

23. the tire defined in claim 22 in which said tread blocks provide a low rotating mass, low rolling resistance, high cornering adhesion with high consistency across differing types of ground conditions, high motive and stopping traction and said tread blocks being shaped and spaced in said circumferential rows so that they are substantially self-cleaning such that mud, dirt, or rocks do
not remain adhered to the tread surfaces or lodged in the spaces between tread blocks.

24. The tire defined in claim 22 wherein said side tread blocks have a pair of concavely curved surfaces facing toward the centerline of said tire and substantially parallel thereto a pair of parallel surfaces facing away from said centerline, first and second planar surface at the leading and trailing edges of said side tread blocks.

25. The tire defined in claim 22 including a circumferential row of a triangularly-shaped tread blocks to each side of said centerline, respectively, and adjacent said rows of side tread blocks, respectively.

26. The tire defined in claim 25 including a circumferential row of generally trapezoidally shaped tread blocks spaced between said rows of triangularly-shaped blocks and said centerline, respectively.

27. The tire defined in claim 26 including a further circumferential row of generally trapezoidally-shaped tread blocks arranged along said centerline with the tread blocks of said further circumferential row, successive ones of said tread blocks in said further circumferential row having alternate angular orientations relative to said centerline and a preceding tread
block in its circumferential row.

28. The tire defined in claim 22 in which said tread blocks have shapes, spacings and orientations which create a plurality of tortuous paths for flow of material without excessive constricting or trapping of flow in any one spot.

29. The tire defined in claim 23 in which said tread blocks have shapes, spacings and orientations which create a plurality of tortuous paths for flow of material without excessive constricting or trapping of flow in any one spot.

30. An all terrain tire for two-wheeled bicycles with a casing having a centerline and composed of a folded layer of lightweight, high strength rubber impregnated fabric, with a thin layer of rubber tread compound on the exterior surface of the casing supporting a plurality of circumferential rows of tread blocks having ground control surface and sides extending, said casing when mounted on an appropriate rim and inflated to a predetermined tire pressure pounds per square inch internal pressure having a casing width CW measured at the widest point of the casing perpendicular to the plane of the tire, said tread blocks in each row having small contact surfaces and a relatively sharp edge between the ground contact surface of each tread block and the sides of the tread block, the forward surface or side of the tread block being defined as that part of the tread block which
when said tread block being in contact with the ground, faces in the same direction as the forward travel direction of the cycle or vehicle, the ground contact surfaces of the ones of said tread blocks or portions thereof in contact with the ground at any given instant being defined as the tread contact patch, the orientations of each tread block face in such that when the tire is in a slip condition, the faces of each tread block in contact with the ground work to plow or extrude loose material toward the outside of the tire and away from said tread contact patch.

31. The all terrain tire defined in claim 30 wherein said tread blocks are mutually shaped, arranged and spaced for flow of loose and wet material to render said tire substantially self-clearing.

32. The all terrain tire defined in claim 30 wherein said tread blocks are mutually shaped and arranged such that there is no direction where said tread blocks are essentially lined-up and there are no unobstructed linear channels for mud to flow in.

33. The all terrain tire defined in claim 30 wherein said circumferential rows of tread blocks which are angle edged and interleaved in the rolling direction.

34. An all terrain tire for a bicycle, said tire having with a casing composed of a folded layer of lightweight, high strength
rubber impregnated fabric, with a thin layer of rubber tread compound on the exterior surface of the casing supporting a plurality of circumferential rows of tread blocks having ground contact surface and sides extending from said control surface to said exterior surface, said casing when mounted on an appropriate rim and inflated to a predetermined tire pressure per square inch internal pressure has a casing width CW measured at the widest point of the casing perpendicular to the plane of the tire, said tread blocks having a relatively sharp edge between the ground contact surface of the tread block and the sides of the tread block, the forward surface or side face of the tread block being defined as that part of the tread block which when said tread block, being in contact with the ground, faces in the same direction as the forward travel direction of the bicycle, the ground contact surfaces of the ones of said tread blocks or portions thereof in contact with the ground surface at any instant being defined as the tread contact patch, each said tread block having a relatively small contact area and being well supported in directions of high adhesion forces, said tread blocks having side faces and orientations such that when the tire is in slip condition, the side faces of each tread block in contact with the ground plow or extrude the loose material toward the outside of the tire and away from the ground contact surfaces defining said tread contact patch, said tread blocks being arranged and spaced relative to each other such that there is clearance for the cleaning flow of loose or wet material via multiple pathways to the outside of the
tire, said tread blocks being arranged and shaped such that there is no lateral direction where the blocks are essentially lined up and there are no unobstructed linear channels for mud to flow in, said tread blocks having forward side surfaces and edges which are angled relative to the rolling direction so as to smooth each tread block's contact with the ground surface, and said circumferential rows of tread blocks being interleaved in the rolling direction such that a tread block in one circumferential row coming into ground contact is overlapped by a tread block in a further circumferential row so as to provide a relatively low rolling resistance at said tread contact patch.

35. An all terrain tire for a bicycle, said tire having with a casing composed of a folded layer of lightweight, high strength rubber impregnated fabric, with a thin layer of rubber tread compound on the exterior surface of the casing supporting a plurality of circumferential rows of tread blocks having ground contact surface and sides extending from said control surface to said exterior surface, said casing when mounted on an appropriate rim and inflated to a predetermined tire pressure per square inch internal pressure has a casing width CW measured at the widest point of the casing perpendicular to the plane of the tire, said tread blocks having a relatively sharp edge between the ground contact surface of the tread block and the sides of the tread block, the forward surface or side face of the tread block being defined as that part of the tread block which when said tread
block, being in contact with the ground, faces in the same direction as the forward travel direction of the bicycle, the ground contact surfaces of the ones of said tread blocks or portions thereof in contact with the ground surface at any instant being defined as the tread contact patch, each said tread block having a relatively small contact area and being well supported in directions of high adhesion forces, said tread blocks having side faces and orientations such that when the tire is in slip condition, the side faces of each tread block in contact with the ground plow or extrude the loose material toward the outside of the tire and away from the ground contact surfaces defining said tread contact patch, said tread blocks being arranged and spaced relative to each other such that there is clearance for the cleaning flow of loose or wet material via multiple pathways to the outside of the tire, said tread blocks being arranged and shaped such that there is no lateral direction where the blocks are essentially lined up and there are repeating linear channels for mud to flow in, said tread blocks having forward side surfaces and edges which are angled relative to the rolling direction so as to smooth each tread block’s contact with the ground surface, and said circumferential rows of tread blocks being interleaved in the rolling direction such that a tread block in one circumferential row coming into ground contact is overlapped by a tread block in a further circumferential row so as to provide a relatively low rolling resistance at said tread contact patch and wherein the faces of tread blocks of one circumferential row are at an angle to the
faces of tread blocks of tread blocks of adjacent circumferential rows, said circumferential rows of tread blocks being shaped and arranged such that there are no mud and dirt trapping crevices.
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<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>JA 2-45205 (Bridgestone) 15 February 1990.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>&quot;Tioga Mud Dawg&quot;; Tioga Sales; all Brochures.</td>
<td>10, 30-31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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